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although a servo in the loop (sil) provides a reference solution, the error is set to zero so
that the co-simulation provides insights into the error, and not the exact solution. a servo
in the loop master (sil_master) interacts with its co-simulation slaves and provides the
inputs that are communicated to the operating system of the slave. the master is not
required to exchange signals that would interact in the co-simulation. this provides a lot of
freedom in choosing communication schemes. for example, a co-simulation master could
use a proprietary communication scheme, exchange signals via existing standards such
as ethernet, or simply send no signals. the simulation example is a co-simulation master
that provides an input signal, an output signal, and a position signal from the servo that is
in the loop (sil). the use of a predictable model response, together with a seamless
contact network for exchanging signals, enables this co-simulation master to be compared
with other sils. the servo is connected to the co-simulation master via tcp/ip [ 27 ].
although in this example the servo operates under interrupt control, there is no restriction
on how the servo is implemented. co-simulation perspective on evaluating the simulation
with the engine test bench in the loopall authors slaven glumac, nikola varga, fran raos &
zdenko kovai published online:28 january 2022figure 7. the plot shows the servo
response. the horizontal axis represents time and the vertical axis represents the
measured output signal. the bond graph includes one servo and eight subsystems (figure
7 b). the bond graph includes a constrained input that selects different possible options.
the co-simulation master uses this input to set the servo to a particular position and use it
as a reference solution for comparing the results obtained from the slaves.
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a group of connected processes defines a subsystem within the co-simulation. for
example, a retail process is a subsystem of a supply chain process. in co-simulation,
subsystems can be aggregated into composite subsystems. the co-simulation engine
supports the definition of composite fmus from composite subsystems. a composite

subsystem can be defined by a process, one or more processes, or the union of two or
more processes. for example, a product that requires three processes to deliver would be

made up of three composite subsystems. composite subsystems are created in four
different ways: including in or excluding from a given process, giving data attributes to or

removing them from a process, and defining data attributes to or removing them from
processes. the user can define additional composite fmus from any of these base

elements. this operation requires at least one process because otherwise, the composite
fmu is just a single composite subsystem. any process can be either a composite

subsystem or a composite fmu by specifying its composition. in this example, processes
are composite fmus because they form the composite subsystem manufacturer, supplier,
store, and store-shipment as defined by the composite fmu storeshipment. co-simulation

is the method that enables continuous integration. it consists of taking two or more
processes and running them in the same environment. the individual subsystems are

included in a set of processes. in this example, the processes that comprise the composite
fmu storeshipment are the set of processes store-shipment-inbound and store-shipment-
outbound. we denote this set of processes by the composite fmu store-shipment (figure

6). an example of running two processes using co-simulation is shown in figure 7.
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